
 
Our rules concerning usage of AI tools 
 
The below guidance only refers to the writing process, and not to the use of AI tools to analyze and 
draw insights from data as part of the research process. They do not apply to the use of basic tools for 
checking grammar, spelling, references etc.  
 
Authors are allowed to use generative AI and AI-assisted technologies in the writing process before 
submission, but only to improve the language and readability of their paper and with the appropriate 
disclosure. Applying the technology should be done with human oversight and control, and authors 
should carefully review and edit the result, as AI can generate authoritative-sounding output that can 
be incorrect, incomplete or biased. AI and AI-assisted technologies should not be listed as an author 
or co-author, or be cited as an author. Authorship implies responsibilities and tasks that can only be 
attributed to and performed by humans. Please note that authors are ultimately responsible and 
accountable for the contents of the work. 
 
Detailed information should be provided in the methods section: The full prompt used in the 
production of the work, as well as the AI tool and its version, should be disclosed. Authors are 
accountable for the accuracy of the work and for ensuring that there is no plagiarism. They must also 
ensure that all sources are appropriately cited and should carefully review the work to guard against 
bias that may be introduced by AI. Editors may decline to move forward with manuscripts if AI is used 
inappropriately. 
 
Authors who use AI-assisted technologies as aids in the writing of the manuscript should note this in 
the cover letter and in the acknowledgments section of the manuscript. Moreover, they must disclose 
the use of generative AI and AI-assisted technologies by adding a statement at the end of their 
manuscript in the manuscript body (main text) file, at the end of the paper. Such statement will appear 
in the published work. 
The statement should be placed in a new section entitled “AI usage in the writing process” and follow 
this pattern: 
 
During the preparation of this work the author(s) used [NAME TOOL / SERVICE] in order to [REASON]. 
After using this tool/service, the author(s) reviewed and edited the content as needed and take(s) full 
responsibility for the content of the publication. 
 
If there is nothing to disclose, there is no need to add a statement. 
 
Adv Clin Exp Med does not permit the use of generative AI or AI-assisted tools to create or alter images 
in submitted manuscripts. This may include enhancing, obscuring, moving, removing, or introducing a 
specific feature within an image or figure. Adjustments of brightness, contrast, or color balance are 
acceptable if they do not obscure or eliminate any information present in the original. Image forensics 
tools or specialized software might be applied to submitted manuscripts to identify suspected image 
irregularities. 
The only exception is if the use of AI or AI-assisted tools is part of the research design or research 
methods (such as in AI-assisted imaging approaches to generate or interpret the underlying research 
data, for example in the field of biomedical imaging). If this is done, such use must be described in a 
reproducible manner in the methods section. This should include an explanation of how the AI or AI-
assisted tools were used in the image creation or alteration process, and the name of the model or 
tool, version and extension numbers, and manufacturer. Authors should adhere to the AI software’s 
specific usage policies and ensure correct content attribution. Where applicable, authors could be 
asked to provide pre-AI-adjusted versions of images and/or the composite raw images used to create 
the final submitted versions, for editorial assessment. 


